CareMetix®

blocks particles
and odors
Harmful ammonia and sulfur gases—along with unpleasant
odors—can develop in traffic jams, tunnels, around large construction sites, sewage treatment plants, or freshly fertilized fields.
The new CareMetix® cabin air filter provides protection through
S5 broadband technology. It ensures that fine particulates,
pollen, mold, soot, bacteria, and odors don’t enter the cabin.
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The innovative cabin air filter
with S5 broadband technology

Take a
safe breath

Five-fold
protection

Always the
right choice

The air we breathe is often polluted with harmful, allergenic substances and odors that conventional filters can’t eliminate. The solution:
CareMetix® with S5 broadband technology.
Five layers for five-fold protection.

When a vehicle is in operation, more than
100,000 liters of air are swept into the cabin
every hour. The only barrier against pollution:
the filter in the ventilation system.

The right cabin air filter for every need
Good, better, or the best? Particulate filter, combination filter
with activated carbon layer, or CareMetix®—MAHLE has just
the right cabin air filter to meet your requirements. Your work-
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Protection against harmful gases
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Protection against pollen
and released allergens

Protection against mold spores

= Cabin air filter without activated carbon

Soot and fine particulates
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High-performance particulate filter layer

Harmful gases and unpleasant odors
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Molecular layer

= Cabin air filter with activated carbon

Pollen and released allergens
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Engineered activated carbon layer

Mold and mold spores
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= Cabin air filter with additional protection against odors

Biofunctional layer with activated carbon

Bacteria

5

Protective layer

Good to know
Cabin air filters should be replaced annually or at least every
Protection against bacteria

CareMetix® is also available for vehicles
using alternative drive concepts.

Filters out pollen, fine particulates
(PM2.5, PM1), and ultrafine particles
(e.g., diesel soot and brake dust)
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Eliminates unpleasant odors,
protects against allergens, and
prevents the growth of bacteria
and mold almost entirely
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Highly effective at eliminating
harmful gases like hydrocarbons
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Highly effective at eliminating
harmful gases like nitrogen oxides
(NOx) and sulfur dioxide (SO2)
Helps to increase filter stability

15,000 kilometers. To ensure you and your loved ones only
breathe in fresh air: ask for CareMetix®. For a noticeably
improved sense of well-being in your vehicle.
Find out more online at caremetix.mahle.com
Your workshop will be happy to advise you!
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Protection against soot and
fine particulates (PM2.5 and PM1)
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